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Extraction of electromagnetic neutron form factors through inclusive and exclusive polarized
electron scattering on a polarized3He target
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Data for the inclusive process3HeW(eW ,e8) have been theoretically analyzed and values for the magnetic and
electric neutron form factors have been extracted atQ250.1 and 0.2 GeV2/c2. Similarly a theoretical analysis

has been carried through for the process3HeW(eW ,e8n) and the value of the electric neutron form factor has been
extracted aroundQ250.4 GeV2/c2. In both cases the form factor values agree well with the ones extracted
from processes on the deuteron. Our results are based on Faddeev solutions, modernNN forces, and partially
on the incorporation of mesonic exchange currents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Besides the deuteron, polarized3He appears to be a use
ful target to extract information on the electromagnetic n
tron form factors. This proposal goes back to@1# and has
been emphasized again by@2#. It is based on the fact that th
principal S state dominates the3He wave function by more
than 90% and in this state the polarization is carried so
by the neutron. Needless to say that the knowledge of
electromagnetic form factors of the neutron is basic to
insight into the distribution of charge and magnetization
side the neutron. We refer to@3–8,9# for experimental and
theoretical work on that topic extracting information on t
neutron form factors. In this paper we would like to give f
the first time all the details about our analysis of the exp

ment @10# on the process3HeW(eW ,e8) with the aim to extract
the magnetic neutron form factor,GM

n , and analyze a recen

experiment@13# on the processes3HeW(eW ,e8n) carried out in
order to extract the electric neutron form factor,GE

n . TheGM
n

values will be determined atQ250.1 and 0.2 GeV2/c2 and
the GE

n value aroundQ250.4 GeV2/c2. This theoretical
analysis will be based on Faddeev solutions for the 3N con-
tinuum and the 3N bound state belonging to the same 3N
Hamiltonian. We shall also use realisticNN forces. For the
inclusive process we carried through an analysis before@14#,
but now it refers to a new more accurate experiment@10# and
also the theory will be improved by including mesonic e
change currents. The analysis@15# of the exclusive experi-
ment by consistent Faddeev solutions for the 3N continuum
and 3He has not been done before to the best of our kno
edge.

In Sec. II we shall investigate the inclusive process and
Sec. III the exclusive one. We close with an outlook in S
IV.

*Present address: Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich, Institut für Kern-
physik ~Theorie!, D-52425 Ju¨lich, Germany.
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II. EXTRACTION OF THE MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR
OF THE NEUTRON

In this section we shall analyze a measurement
3HeW(eW ,e8) carried through at JLab@10#. We refer to@14# for
the detailed theoretical formalism and restrict ourselves
describe only its extensions. That paper will henceforth
cited as I and equations thereof by~I.*). In I we used only a
single nucleon current operator. Now we add two-body
change current operators. The central Faddeev-like equa
given in Eq.~I.28! is derived under the assumption that t
operatorC has the form of~I.29!. In I this simply meant that
C is a sum of three single particle operators. However, w
really enters the derivation of Eq.~I.28! is, that the operator
C can be decomposed into three parts such thatC( i ) is sym-
metrical under exchange of particlesj 5” k with j 5” i 5” k. The
operatorC has the physical meaning of a component of t
current operator. Thus we can simply add two-body curre
which naturally decompose in a 3N system into three parts
and thereforeC(1) in Eq. ~I.28! will be now a sum of two
terms:

C(1)5Csing
(1) 1Cexch

(23) . ~1!

The first term is the single-nucleon current used in I a
Cexch

(23) is the corresponding component of a two-body curr
acting on particles 2 and 3. As a consequence there
occur now an additional driving term in Eq.~I.28! of the
form (11tG0)Cexch

(23)uC 3Hem&.
The following steps in I concern the partial wave repr

sentation. Since the spherical componentsC61
(23) of the two-

body current operator are tensor operators and behave
the single nucleon components used in I, the conditio
~I.36–37! and as a consequence~I.38! remain valid. The
symmetry properties~I.41–44! based on the partial wave de
composed forms remain also valid for the additional tw
body currents. This follows from their explicit forms a
given in @16#. Then the following expressions leading to th
final forms of the four response functions~I.52–55! remain
valid.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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For the two-body currents we follow the Riska prescr
tion @17#, which via the continuity equation relatesNN forces
and exchange currents in a model independent manner,
is often referred to. We choose the AV18NN force model
@18# and restrict ourselves to the dominantp- and r-like
parts. We refer to@19# for more details and to@16# for the
partial wave expansion of the two-body currents. In the c
of Bonn B @20#, which we also use as anotherNN force
model, we choose standardp- and r-meson exchange cur
rents augmented by the strong form factors used in Bonn
For the proton electromagnetic form factors we took
Höhler @25# parametrization, which atQ250.1 and 0.2
GeV2/c2 agrees perfectly with the data.

To theoretically analyze the data from@10# the experi-
mental conditions have to be taken into account. The inco
ing electron beam energy wasE5778 MeV. The central
electron scattering angles forQ250.1 and 0.2 GeV2/c2 were
ue524.44 ° and 35.5 °, respectively. The spread in the e
tron angles wereDue561.6 °, andDfe563.4 °. For Q2

50.1(0.2) GeV2/c2 or values close to it the virtual photo
energies were chosen between 30–90 MeV~80–140 MeV!
with a central value of 60 MeV~110 MeV!. Each of these
two v ranges were divided into seven bins of length
MeV.

The threefold cross section for inclusive scattering has
well-known form @Eq. ~I.3!#

d3s

dk̂8dk08
5sMott$vLRL1vTRT1h~vTL8R

TL81vT8R
T8!%.

~2!

Here sMott is the Mott cross section,v i are analytically
known kinematical factors and theRi are inclusive respons
functions divided into two groups. The first one is present
unpolarized electrons, the second one goes with the hel
h of the electron beam. The primed response functions
depend on the orientation of the3He spin in relation to the
photon direction@see Eqs.~I.56–57!#. The corresponding
angles are denoted byu! andf!. The cross section in Eq.~2!
was averaged over the 10 MeV widev bins and over the
angular spread around the central electron scattering an
In order to perform the averaging a sufficiently fine grid
ue andv has been chosen for which the four response fu
tions have been calculated. This required quite a few h
dred solutions of the corresponding Faddeev equations.
actual averaging was performed via a Monte Carlo proced
based on the response functions known on the grid of e
tron angles and electron energies. This Monte Carlo pro
dure takes into account the finite momentum and ang
acceptance of the experiment.

The asymmetry is defined as

A5

d3s

dk̂8dk08
U

h51

2
d3s

dk̂8dk08
U

h521

d3s

dk̂8dk08
U

h51

1
d3s

dk̂8dk08
U

h521

. ~3!
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This ratio is formed out of the averaged cross sections. A
consequence one arrives at@see Eq.~I.58!#

Aaverage

5

E dVsMott$vT8R̃
T8 cosu!1vTL8R̃

TL8 sinu! cosf!%

E dVsMott$vLRL1vTRT%

[
D

S
, ~4!

where dV stands for the averaging.~We factored off the
u!f!-dependence introducing the response functions w
tilde.! For u!50 ° or close to it one focuses onR̃T8 and a
correspondingAT8 , which in a plane wave impulse approx
mation~PWIA! is essentially proportional to (GM

n )2 @see Eq.
~I.77!#. In the actual experiment one has to live withu!

<10 ° (7.8 °) for Q250.1(0.2) GeV2/c2 and the corre-
spondingf! is close to 0 ° or 180 °.

The searched for magnetic form factor of the neutron w
parametrized as

GM
n ~Q2![lGM

n ~Q2!umodel, ~5!

whereGM
n (Q2)umodel was taken from@25#. In order to keep

the computer time below an acceptable limit the averag
process was performed only forl51. For thel values in the
neighborhood of 1 it was assumed that the change forAT8
from point geometry~fixed v and central electron angles! to
the averaged case is the same as forl51. Because of the
smallness of thel interval aroundl51 ~see below! this is
highly plausible. In this manner one generated for ea

TABLE I. Our results forGM
n as a function ofQ2; the uncer-

tainties are statistical and systematic.

Q2 (GeV/c)2 GM
n /GM

n (dipole) Uncertainties

0.1 0.966 60.01460.01
0.2 0.962 60.01360.01

FIG. 1. The averaged asymmetryĀT8 of Eq. ~6! around the
quasielastic peak against thel2 factor for Q250.1 GeV2/c2. The
solid curve is a result of a fit. Dashed curves show the experime
bounds forAT8 .
6-2
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l-value theoreticalAT8 values according to the sevenv bins.
The final step is the adjustment of the magnetic form fac
of the neutron,GM

n . Out of the sevenv-bins three centra
values in the QFS region were selected~for Q250.1
GeV2/c2 v550, 60, 70 MeV, and forQ250.2 GeV2/c2 v
5100, 110, 120 MeV! and an additional averaging was pe
formed

Ā[

(
j 51

3

AjS j

(
i 51

3

S i

5(
j 51

3
D j

S j

S j

(
i 51

3

S i

[(
j 51

3
D j

S j
wj5(

j 51

3

Ajwj .

~6!

The indicesi andj refer to the three experimental bins. In th
third equality weight factorswj are introduced, which in the
actual performance were taken from the experiment~counts
related to the unpolarized cross section!.

In this manner one arrives at thel2 dependence ofĀ,
which turned out to be rather close to a straight line. This
depicted in Fig. 1 forQ250.1 GeV2/c2 together with the
experimental values. The caseQ250.2 GeV2/c2 is similar.
One reads off thel values leading to theGM

n values as given
in Table I. There our results in the units ofGM

n (dipole)
5mn /(11Q2/0.71)2 are shown, wheremn is the magnetic
moment of the neutron. They were already published in@10#.

FIG. 2. The asymmetryAT8 against the energy transferv for
Q250.1 GeV2/c2. The curves describe full~averaged! Bonn B pre-
dictions with the single nucleon current~dashed! and with the single
nucleon current plus thep- andr-MEC ~solid!. Data are from@10#.

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 forQ250.2 GeV2/c2.
03400
r
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Having adjustedGM
n we can display thev dependence of

AT8 in Figs. 2 and 3 in comparison to the experimental v
ues. We see an essentially perfect agreement between th
and experiment. We also show the theoretical result with
MEC’s but including the full final state interaction. Clear
the MEC’s provide an important shift and should not
neglected. Also the final state interaction itself plays a v
important role since the PWIA result~see Figs. 4 and 5! is
far off. Note our PWIA neglects all final state interactions

The electric form factor of the neutron,GE
n , is not yet

very well known~see Sec. III!, but enters into our calcula
tion. Its effect is totally negligible as can be seen in Figs
and 5. There we compareAT8 ~for point geometry! evaluated
with GE

n according to@25# and putting it to zero.
For point geometry we also performed full fledged calc

lations based on the AV18NN force @18# and thep- and
r-like exchange currents according to the Riska prescrip
@17#. Both calculations, for Bonn B and AV18 agree ve
well as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Finally we mention that we also includedp- and
r-exchange currents with an intermediateD ~in a static ap-
proximation!. Their effects was very small and lead to a
estimated change ofGM

n by less than 2%.
The data in Figs. 2–7 are radiatively corrected. This th

ough procedure was performed with the help of numer

FIG. 4. The asymmetryAT8 against the energy transferv for
Q250.1 GeV2/c2. The curves describe PWIA point geometry r
sults with GE

n50 ~dashed-dotted!, and GE
n5” 0 ~dotted!; full point

geometry results withGE
n50 ~dashed! and GE

n5” 0 ~solid!. All re-
sults are obtained with the AV18 potential. The single nucleon c
rent plus thep- andr-MEC is used. Data are from@10#.

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 forQ250.2 GeV2/c2.
6-3
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full fledged Faddeev calculations and will be described i
separate paper@26#.

Our GM
n values extracted from that inclusive experime

on 3He atQ250.1 and 0.2 GeV2/c2 and published before in
@10# agree very well with results achieved in recent expe
ments on the deuteron@7,8#. This is shown in Fig. 8 togethe
with other data.

We refrained from a theoretical analysis of data taken
the same experiment at higherQ2 values@10#, since one has
to expect that relativity will play a non-negligible role. Th
is left to a future investigation.

III. EXTRACTION OF THE ELECTRIC FORM FACTOR
OF THE NEUTRON

In this section we shall analyze a measurement
3HeW(eW ,e8n) carried through at MAMI@13# with the aim to
extractGE

n . Our theoretical formalism has been described
@21#. Nevertheless to clearly shed light onto the reactio
going on after the virtual photon has been absorbed
would like to lay out the multiple rescatterings and th
summation into a Faddeev-like integral equation. In the
erature erroneously often just the very first few terms
taken into account. In a graphical representation the
photon-induced breakup process is an infinite sum of
type shown in Fig. 9. We assumed the absorption of

FIG. 6. The asymmetryAT8 against the energy transferv for
Q250.1 GeV2/c2. The curves describe full point geometry resu
obtained with the AV18 potential~dashed! and with the Bonn B
potential~solid!. In both cases the single nucleon current plus
p- andr-MEC are used. Data are from@10#.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 forQ250.2 GeV2/c2.
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photon on a single nucleon. Obviously the diagrams can
generalized by photon absorption processes on two or t
nucleons. This infinite sequence of processes has its a
braic counterparts

N5@ j ~1!1 j ~2!1 j ~3!#uC 3He&1~ t121t231t31!

3G0@ j ~1!1 j ~2!1 j ~3!#uC 3He&

1(
i 51

3

(
k, l

(
m,n5” k, l

tmnG0tklG0 j ~ i !uC 3He&1•••. ~7!

It is convenient to introduce the notationt i j [tk ( i jk
5123, etc.! and P[P12P231P13P23. Then it requires little
work to put Eq.~7! into the form

N5~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&1~11P!t1G0~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&

1~11P!t1G0Pt1G0~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&1•••. ~8!

e

FIG. 8. GM
n values extracted from different measurements on

deuteron@@27# (L), @7# (,), @28# (h), @8# (n)# and on3He @@29#
(s), @10# (3)#. The results of the present analysis were publish
previously in@10#. The Q2 points of @7,29# are slightly shifted for
clarity.

FIG. 9. The multiple rescattering series for the proce
3He(e,e8n). The half moon stands for the3He state, the wavy line
for the photon, horizontal lines for freely propagating nucleons, a
the ovals forNN t matrices. The dots in the third line stand fo
processes, where the photon is absorbed on the other two nucl
6-4
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EXTRACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC NEUTRON FORM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 034006
The first term contains no final state interaction and we s
off, what we shall call plane wave impulse approximati
~PWIA!,

NPWIA[ j ~1!uC 3He& ~9!

and call the whole term

NPWIAS[~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&, ~10!

where S stands for full antisymmetrization. All the addition
terms contain rescattering contributions of increasing or
in the NN t operator:

Nrescatt[~11P!@ t1G01t1G0Pt1G01•••#

3~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&

[~11P!uU&. ~11!

A more general inspection reveals that

uU&5~11t1G0P1t1G0Pt1G0P1••• !

3t1G0~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&, ~12!

where inside the bracket the operator sequencet1G0P occurs
in increasing powers. As an immediate consequence one
rives

uU&5t1G0~11P! j ~1!uC 3He&1t1G0PuU&, ~13!

which is the central integral equation for the amplitudeuU&.
Via Eq. ~11! it provides the whole rescattering amplitude@up
to the symmetrization (11P)#. This integral equation is o
the Faddeev type because of the typical Faddeev structu
its kernel. The same kernel occurs for 3N scattering pro-
cesses@22#, only the driving term is different there.

An often used approximation for quasielastic processe
the literature is

N' j ~1!uC 3He&1t23G0 j ~1!uC 3He&[NFSI23. ~14!

Here antisymmetrization in the final state is neglected
one rescattering in theNN t-operatort23 is only allowed for
the two spectator nucleons~which do not absorb the photon!.
This amplitude is also sometimes called PWIA, but not
this paper.

Needless to say that the full amplitude, now supplemen
by the proper vector indices for the current operator is id
tical to the standard form of the nuclear matrix element

Nm5^C f
(2)u(

i
j m~ i !uC 3He&. ~15!

We refer to@21# for the verification.
The sixfold differential cross section for the exclusi

process under discussion has the well-known form@23#

d6s

dk̂8dk08dp̂ndpn

5sMottpn
2 pmN

2 E dp̂$vLRL1vTRT1vTTRTT

1vTLRTL1h~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!%. ~16!
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Here k̂8, k08 , p̂n , pn , p, p̂ in turn are the unit vector in the
direction of the scattered electron, its energy, the unit vec
of the knocked out neutron, its momentum, the magnitude
the relative momentum of the undetected two protons
finally the unit vector pointing into the direction of that rela
tive momentum.

Throughout this paper we use a strictly nonrelativistic n
tation.

The information onGE
n magnified by the product withGM

n

is contained inRTL8 as can be explicitly seen working ou
PWIA @15# ~see also@13#!. In order to isolate the primed
structure functions one forms an asymmetryA of the cross
section with respect to the electron helicitiesh561. One
finds the well-known result

A5

E dp̂~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!

E dp̂~vLRL1vTRT1vTTRTT1vTLRTL!

. ~17!

In the experiment two perpendicular polarization axis
the spin of3He have been chosen,SW i andSW' , leading toAi

and A' . In an optimal set upSW i and SW' would be parallel
and perpendicular to the direction of the virtual photon. Th
it is well known from the expression for PWIA that unde
this approximation

A'

Ai
}

GE
n

GM
n . ~18!

TABLE II. Intervals for the neutron momenta.

ue ~deg! pn
min (MeV/c) pn

max (MeV/c)

39 500.31 598.68
40 507.60 609.08
41 515.14 619.88
42 522.93 631.15
43 530.99 642.90
44 539.33 655.18
45 547.98 668.00
46 556.94 681.43
47 566.24 695.52
48 575.91 704.73
49 585.95 714.23
50 596.40 724.04
51 607.28 734.18
52 618.65 744.66
53 630.51 755.50
54 642.90 766.74
55 651.02 772.61
56 659.38 778.61
57 668.00 784.69
58 676.90 790.91
59 686.06 797.24
6-5
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Therefore the aim will be to extractGE
n from the measured

value of that ratio. This is under the assumption thatGM
n is

sufficiently well known. Our contribution in this paper is t
show that the final state interaction~FSI! does not wash ou
the signal forGE

n and that taking FSI into account is crucia
We shall now describe the experimental conditions un

which the data were taken. The electron and neutron de
tors covered a wide range of angles. We refer to@12,15# for
the detailed information and provide here only approxim
values: 40 °<ue<60 °, 215 °<fe<15 °, 35 °<un<65 °,
160 °<fn<200 °. Depending on the electron scatteri
angleue only neutron momenta within certain cuts were a
cepted as shown in Table II. Since the energy of the scatt
electron was not measured~except for excluding pion-
production! the direction of the virtual photon was no
known. However it was possible to correlate the directions
the photon and the knocked out neutron in the followi

FIG. 10. Integration limits forp̂n ~solid curve! for the example
ue543 °, fe50 °, andpn5530 MeV/c together with the direction
of the photon1. The dashed and dotted curves are forp580 and
160 MeV/c and the corresponding directions of the photon
given by3 and* .
d

e

03400
r
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e

-
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manner@11#. Take the relative momentump of the two un-
detected protons to be zero. Then for fixed values ofk̂8, p̂n ,
and pn , k08 and thereforeQW , the virtual photon momentum
follow kinematically. Now only those angles were allowe
such that the angle betweenQW andp̂n was smaller or equal to
6 °. In our theoretical analysis we also took that experim
tally chosen constraint into account. As an example we sh
in Fig. 10 the allowed region for the neutron angles for giv
values of ue543 °, fe50 °, pn5530 MeV/c, and p50
~solid curve!. In reality there is a distribution ofp values; see
Fig. 11 below. Consequently for that region of neutr
angles also other events withp5” 0 contribute, which belong
to different directions ofQW . This is also shown in Fig. 10. In
the worst case the angle betweenQ̂ andp̂n can be as large a
9 ° for the tails of thep distribution.

Since the energy of the scattered electron has not b
measured the cross section reduces to a fivefold one

d5s

dk̂8dp̂ndpn

5
mN

2
sMottpn

2E dk08pE dp̂$vLRL1vTRT

1vTTRTT1vTLRTL1h~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!%.

~19!

We convert thek08 integration into one overp, take into
account the experimental acceptances and end up with
summed up cross section

Ds[E
D k̂8

dk̂8sMottE
Dpn

dpnpn
2E

D p̂n

dp̂nE dpW r$vLRL

1vTRT1vTTRTT1vTLRTL1h~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!%

[E dV$vLRL1vTRT1vTTRTT1vTLRTL

1h~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!%. ~20!

In our nonrelativistic formulationr has the form

e

r5
2mNp2

A~k cosue2pW n• k̂822mN!214mN~k1e 3He!24p223pn
22k212pW n•kW

. ~21!
e

t

Since we shall form asymmetries there is no need to
termine the value of the covered phase space. UsingDs for
the two 3He-spin directions one can form the two asymm
triesA' ,Ai for the' andi orientations of the3He spin and
finally their ratioV

V[
A'

Ai
5

E dV~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8!'

E dV~vTL8R
TL81vT8R

T8! i

31. ~22!
e-

-

The ‘‘1’’ in Eq. ~22! denotes the corresponding ratio for th
helicity independent parts ofDs. It turned out that this latter
ratio was extremely close to 1~within less than 0.1%!.

Before we shall present our results forV as a function of
a parametrization ofGE

n we would like to give some insigh
into the functions entering Eq.~22!. For some fixed direc-
tions of k̂8 and p̂n and some value ofpn contained in the
domainV we define the quantities

Lb
a[E dp̂Rb

a , ~23!
6-6
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EXTRACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC NEUTRON FORM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 034006
which depend onp. For a we chooseT8 and TL8 and b
corresponds to' and i orientations of the3He spin. Figure
11 tells us that indeed the distribution of thep values is
peaked at low values, where the maxima occur at kin
energy values of relative motion of the two protons of ab
0.4 MeV. At around 140 MeV/c the p distribution has es-
sentially vanished. Those curves in Fig. 11 refer to full F
In contrast the corresponding curves for PWIA, also d
played in Fig. 11, show a much widerp distribution, which
has intriguing consequences as described below.

Next let us choose a fixedk08 value,k085650 MeV/c, and
again fixed anglesue540 °, fe50 °, un549.48 °, andfn
5180 ° all chosen out of the large domainV. In Fig. 12 we

display the magnitudes of one of the amplitudesL'
T8 , now as

a function of pn . The others are qualitatively similar. W
compare different approximate treatments of the final stat
the full calculation. The pure PWIA drops strongly with d
creasingpn . This is a simple consequence of the fact that
3He wave function drops with increasing momenta. Cho
ing Jacobi momenta as arguments of the3He wave function
the photon momentumQW enters asqW 5pW n2QW , whereqW is the
relative momentum of the neutron in relation to the two p

FIG. 11. The magnitudes of theL i
T8(p) ~solid!, L i

TL8(p) ~long

dashed!, L'
T8(p) ~short dashed!, and L'

TL8(p) ~dotted! amplitudes
of Eq. ~23! as a function ofp. They are all arbitrarily normalized to
1 at their maxima and correspond to the arbitrarily chosen value
ue543 °, fe50 °, un553.9 °, fn5180 °, andpn5530 MeV/c.
The group of curves peaking atp'20 MeV/c (60 MeV/c) refers
to full FSI ~PWIA!.

FIG. 12. FSI effects in the integrated response functionRT8.
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tons. The decrease of the3He wave function with increasing
q explains the PWIA curve in Fig. 12. In case of the sym
metrized PWIAS the photon can also be absorbed by the

protons, which leads toqW 5pW n and the occurrence ofQW in the

other Jacobi momentumpW 23 as pW 235pW 7 1
2 QW . As a conse-

quence the two additional amplitudes in PWIAS start to co
tribute at lowerpn values, which can clearly be seen in Fi
12. The curve denoted as FSI23 is based on the final s
interaction among the two final protons. This reduced fi
state interaction has apparently a strong effect even nea
quasielastic peak. Again including full antisymmetrization
the final state, but keeping only a first order final state int
action, leads to strong deviations at low neutron mome
This is denoted by FSI23S. Finally the full FSI~including of
course antisymmetrization in the final state! leads to a behav-
ior, which is similar to FSI23 near the upper end ofpn but
deviates then from all other curves for lowerpn values.

Since the experiment under discussion emphasizes
largepn values in accordance with at least approximate q
sifree scattering conditions, we display in Fig. 13 as an
ample the magnitude of one of the fourLb

a amplitudes re-
stricted to the domain seen in the experiment. We se
coincidence of PWIA and PWIAS in the restrictedpn inter-
val and a spread of curves for the other predictions. Es
cially the FSI is clearly distinct from FSI23. The other thre
Lb

a amplitudes show a similar behavior but the magnitud
can be quite different@15#.

The ratios of asymmetries for point geometries inside
domainV vary very much and depend extremely strongly
the treatment of the final 3N state. One more or less arb
trarily chosen case is displayed in Fig. 14. We see the r
for PWIA, PWIAS, FSI23, FSI, and an additional case, FS
In the latter case we put the electric form factor of the p
ton, GE

p , to zero ~the contribution ofGM
p is insignificant

@15#!. This has been done to demonstrate the presence
importance of the photon absorption on the two proto
Corresponding curves drawn for other point geometries
side the domainV show dramatic variations@15#. Conse-
quently averaging over asymmetries related to point geo

of

FIG. 13. The same as in Fig. 12 for the truncatedpn region used
in the analysis of the experiment@13# and for the response functio

RTL8.
6-7
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etries is not advisable. Instead summing up cross sect
first as in Eq.~20! and then forming asymmetries is what h
to be done.

Let us now show our results for the ratio of asymmetr
given in Eq.~22!. We parametrizeGE

n by multiplying three
models forGE

n by a factorl. We choose the ones by Gar
Krümpelmann@24#. Figure 15 shows various theoretical r
tios V againstl in comparison to the experimental value
Vexp5(27.2661.14)% @12,13#. The largestl-value results
for FSI, followed by PWIAS, then PWIA and finally FSI23
The four results forGE

n[l•GE
n umodel are plotted in Fig. 16 in

the range ofQ2 values touched in that experiment. This r
fers to one of the three models. The others are very sim
Finally we show in Fig. 17GE

n as extracted through FSI an
including the spread caused by the experimental error.
perimposed on the spread caused by the experimental
we see small variations due to the three different choice
GE

n models. For the central values aroundQ2

50.4 GeV2/c2 that model dependence is totally negligibl
This figure displays our result forGE

n in the Q2 range cov-
ered by the experiment based on the functional form of G
Krümpelmann @24# and extracted from one experiment
value for the ratioV. It is documented also in Table III in th
last line ~‘‘FSI’’ !, where we have taken the average of t
highest and lowest values in Fig. 17. The other number
Table III are corresponding averages for the various appr
mate treatments of the 3N final state and are given only a

FIG. 14. RatiosV for point geometry (k085650 MeV/c, ue

540 °, un549.48 °, u i
!51.12 °, u'

! 588.88 °, uQW u5549.61
MeV/c) for various treatments of the final state againstpn .

FIG. 15. Theoretical ratiosV againstl in comparison to the
experimental value including its error.
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additional information for the reader. This average takes i
account uncertainties of both, model dependence forGE

n and
experimental errors.

Instead of relying on the specific functionalQ2 depen-
dence as given by the Gari-Kru¨mpelmann parametrization
@24#, we restrict ourselves to show in Fig. 18 oneGE

n value at
Q250.4 GeV2/c2, which is the center of theQ2 domain cov-
ered in the experiment. Thus our final result for FSI,GE

n

50.05260.0038 atQ250.40 GeV2/c2, is added in Fig. 18
to the ones extracted from processes on the deuteron. T
is a fair agreement. Also added is another result achieve
MAMI @4# at a higherQ2 value. No FSI corrections hav
been taken into account in that case.

It is astonishing that PWIAS~and PWIA! are relatively
close to the value based on FSI. This is due to an accide
conspiracy. The slower decrease in thep distribution for
PWIA~S! shown in Fig. 11 causes smaller energies of
scattered electrons than for FSI. As a consequence
photon-direction deviates more strongly in case ofSW' from
90 ° than for FSI. This leads to a strongly modified cont
bution (*dVvT8R

T8)' for PWIAS in comparison to using
FSI. In addition because of the lacking FSI there are sma
protonic contributions. This together, as a detailed investi
tion shows@15#, yields the accidental result, that PWIAS
close to the full result. The fact that PWIA~S! yields an un-

FIG. 16. ExtractedGE
n values for different treatment of the fina

state.

FIG. 17. The extractedGE
n for full FSI. The three separated

curves correspond to the threel values from Fig. 15. The smalle
spread of curves is due to the three different parametrization
GE

n umodel.
6-8
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realistic result could be verified by measuring thep distribu-
tion for the response functions.

Our present result leaves room for improvement. The
fect of MEC’s like in Sec. II is still to be explored and due
the relatively highQ2 value one cannot exclude that relati
istic effects might be noticeable. This is left to future inve
tigations.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have extracted from two measurements on3HeW(eW ,e8)

and 3HeW(eW ,e8n) the magnetic and electric neutron form fa
tors at certainQ2 values. Our results are based on consist
Faddeev solutions for the 3N continuum and the 3N bound
state. ModernNN forces have been used. In case of the
clusive reaction leading toGM

n we addedp- andr-like two-
body exchange currents to the single nucleon current. T
effects were substantial. In the exclusive process onl
single nucleon current operator has been used, which le
room for improvement. In both cases a strictly nonrelativis
formulation has been used, which also should be improv

TABLE III. Extracted averagedGE
n values~see text! obtained

for different assumptions about the final state. The line ‘‘FSI’’ co
tains our ‘‘best’’ GE

n values according to the full treatment of th
final state interaction. TheQ2 dependence is modeled after Ga
Krümpelmann@24#. The uncertainties arise from the spread in t
form factor parametrization and the experimental error.

Q2 @(GeV/c)2#

0.30 0.35 0.40
PWIA 0.044160.0035 0.046560.0038 0.048460.0038
PWIAS 0.045560.0035 0.048060.0038 0.049960.0038
FSI23 0.040660.0035 0.042860.0037 0.044660.0038
FSI 0.047460.0036 0.049960.0038 0.052060.0038

Q2 @(GeV/c)2#

0.45 0.50 0.55
PWIA 0.050060.0039 0.051260.0043 0.052360.0049
PWIAS 0.051560.0038 0.052960.0043 0.053960.0049
FSI23 0.046060.0038 0.047260.0043 0.048260.0048
FSI 0.053660.0039 0.055060.0044 0.056160.0050
T

to

C

03400
f-

-

t

-

ir
a
es

c
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Our values forGM
n and GE

n agree well with the values ex
tracted from processes on the deuteron.

From 3N scattering it is known that the most modern da
equivalentNN forces lead in nearly all cases to results, whi
are very close together. We consider this robustness to b
important insight which gives confidence to those choices
the 3N Hamiltonian. In the case of photon-induced proces
a corresponding verification of robustness against in
changes ofNN forces and consistent MEC’s is still missing
This refers not only to the 3N system but to the 2N system as
well. Also generally accepted and feasible relativistic form
isms have still to be worked out.
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FIG. 18. GE
n values extracted from3He @this work (3), @4#

(h)# and from processes on the deuteron@@5# (L), @6# (s)#. The
Q2 range covered in experiment@13# is indicated by a bold hori-
zontal line.
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